
                

Four Thrones' Grand Rite - May 2021 / Revolution II 

“Establish & Maintain Superabundance in Attractive and Pleasing Physical Beauty” 

 

   Do not confuse the peripheral architecture of this Grand Rite with that of a mere glamour spell.  
A hallmark of any Four Thrones working is that each one is a multilayered, strategically engineered 
ritual of the highest caliber. A glamour spell itself, is a cloak of deception that dissipates over time. 

   Glamour workings naturally have their proper place in the arsenal of any practitioner worth their 
salt, but these Grand Rites carry a foundational necessity with strong interlocking roots that 
constructively complement and reinforce the many essential facets of successful ascent. 

   This Grand Rite is designed to either initiate for you, or increasingly maintain certain select 
components and unique qualities that collectively define You as a physically Attractive Individual.  
The unseen support structure for the manifestation of this is indeed vast! The trajectory of raw 
influence from these Four Towers will take unique aim in many different forms… but can primarily 
be observed Internally - in applications within the many layers of Self, and Externally - in the various 
situations within your world around you.  Their influence will begin to subtly affect you 
psychologically (Self perspective-wise, dominoing into decisions you make that are not only healthy 
for you, but are complementary to you being the Most Beautiful and Attractive version of YOU 
possible).  Physiologically, this could be the expression of certain genes, or new algorithms in how 
your body communicates and behaves at the cellular level.  In the schematic of situations around 
you, their influence could manifest in how people positively perceive your appearance, their 
expression of which, will also positively feed back into the loop of what is also conducive to it. 

   As time goes on, it won’t be one thing about you… one behavior you’ve changed, or something 
that you’ve done to yourself… it will be the culmination of big decisions, such as an opportunity for 
a certain cosmetic procedure, and micro-decisions, such as drinking more water on a daily basis, not 
smoking that cigarette, or taking a new course in an approach to make-up or body sculpting. 

   The unique influences from AZAZEL, AMAYMON, BELIAL, and ABADDON encompass every 
angle, seen and unseen.  As you join their aligning efforts and meet them at the crossroads of your 
own exaltation, you will find yourself quietly reveling in your own reflection… year after year. 

SECURITY ♢ OPPORTUNITY ♢ ADVANTAGE 

For those whose aspirations are truly Nothing Short of the Highest! 
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